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Abstract

and Baicker, 2019; Hatt and Feuerriegel, 2020). For
instance, in medicine, individual treatment effects
guide personalized treatment assignments such that
the benefit for each patient is maximized. Traditionally, randomized controlled trials (RCTs) represent
the gold standard for estimating treatment effects;
yet, RCTs are often unfeasible. Consequently, there
is a growing need for estimating ITEs from observational data, such as electronic health records.
Numerous methods have been proposed for estimating ITE from observational data in the longitudinal setting (Robins and Hernán, 2008; Schulam
and Saria, 2017; Lim et al., 2018; Bica et al., 2020a).
However, most of these methods assume that all confounders (i. e., variables that affect both treatment
assignment and potential outcomes) are observed.
When some confounders are unobserved (i. e., hidden), they cannot be controlled for, and, hence, these
methods yield ITE estimates that are biased (Pearl,
2009). This can lead to sub-optimal or even harmful
treatment recommendations. In practice, it is unlikely that we observe all confounders directly.
In practice, we often find that measurements of
confounders are either indirect measurements and/or
subject to noise. Nevertheless, such indirect and/or
noisy measurements of true confounders can serve as
proxies for the true confounders. For instance, we
may not be able to measure socio-economic status
of patients directly; however, we can obtain information on their socio-economic status indirectly, such
as, e. g., through a patient’s job, salary, or residence
address. Such information represents proxies of the
1. Introduction
true socio-economic status. Hence, while the true
Individualized treatment effect (ITE) estimation is an confounders are often unobserved in practice, obserimportant problem for personalized decision-making vational data usually contains information on the true
across many disciplines (Glass et al., 2013; Song confounders in form of noisy proxies. Motivated by
Estimating individualized treatment effects
(ITEs) from observational data is crucial for
decision-making. In order to obtain unbiased
ITE estimates, a common assumption is that
all confounders are observed. However, in practice, it is unlikely that we observe these confounders directly. Instead, we often observe
noisy measurements of true confounders, which
can serve as valid proxies. In this paper, we address the problem of estimating ITE in the longitudinal setting where we observe noisy proxies
instead of true confounders. To this end, we
develop the Deconfounding Temporal Autoencoder (DTA), a novel method that leverages observed noisy proxies to learn a hidden embedding that reflects the true hidden confounders.
In particular, the DTA combines a long shortterm memory autoencoder with a causal regularization penalty that renders the potential
outcomes and treatment assignment conditionally independent given the learned hidden embedding. Once the hidden embedding is learned
via DTA, state-of-the-art outcome models can
be used to control for it and obtain unbiased estimates of ITE. Using synthetic and real-world
medical data, we demonstrate the effectiveness
of our DTA by improving over state-of-the-art
benchmarks by a substantial margin.
Keywords: individualized treatment effects,
time-varying hidden confounders, noisy proxies,
causal machine learning
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this, we study how to leverage noisy proxies for unbiased ITE estimation in the longitudinal setting (and
thus circumvent issues due to hidden confounders).
In this paper, we propose the Deconfounding Temporal Autoencoder (DTA), a novel method for ITE estimation in the longitudinal setting using noisy proxies. Specifically, DTA leverages observed noisy proxies to learn a hidden embedding that reflects the true
hidden confounders. As such, our DTA method does
not rely on the ’no hidden confounders’ assumption;
instead, DTA learns a hidden embedding that reflects
the true hidden confounders using noisy proxies in the
observational data. The DTA proceeds in two steps:
(i) we build upon a long short-term memory (LSTM)
autoencoder to learn a hidden embedding that leverages information from observed noisy proxies, and
(ii) we add a causal regularization penalty based on
the Kullback-Leibler divergence to render potential
outcomes and treatment assignment conditionally independent given the hidden embedding. This way, we
ensure that the learned hidden embedding reflects the
true hidden confounders in terms that it can be used
to control for them during ITE estimation.
We emphasize that our DTA works as a deconfounding method. As such, it captures information
on the true hidden confounders by leveraging the observed noisy proxies and, therefore, enables unbiased
ITE estimation in the longitudinal setting. The output of the DTA is a hidden embedding that reflects
the true hidden confounders, and which can as such
be used in conjunction with any outcome model for
ITE estimation. We demonstrate the effectiveness of
our DTA using experiments with both synthetic and
real-world data. First, we perform a simulation study
with synthetic data where we control the amount of
hidden confounding. Here, we show that, across different amounts of confounding, DTA is effective in
reducing bias in ITE estimation. Second, we use realworld data from patients in the intensive care units
(Johnson et al., 2016). Here, our DTA yields significant performance improvements over state-of-the-art
outcome models for ITE estimation in the longitudinal setting.
We list our main contributions1 as follows:

2. We propose a causal regularization penalty that
forces potential outcomes and treatment assignment to be conditionally independent given the
learned hidden embedding.
3. We demonstrate that our DTA, in conjunction
with an outcome model, substantially improves
over state-of-the-art benchmarks using both synthetic and real-world data.

2. Related work

Extensive work focuses on estimating treatment effects in the static setting (e. g., Johansson et al., 2016;
Shalit et al., 2017; Curth and van der Schaar, 2021;
Hatt and Feuerriegel, 2021b). In contrast, our work
focuses on ITE estimation in the longitudinal setting
where, additionally, we observe noisy proxies instead
of the true hidden confounders. Hence, we review
two streams in the literature that are particularly relevant, namely (i) methods for ITE estimation in the
longitudinal setting that rely on sequential strong ignorability and (ii) methods that try to control for
the hidden confounders. Additional related work is
reviewed in Appendix A.
(i) ITE estimation in the longitudinal setting.
Many methods for estimating treatment
effects in the longitudinal setting originate from
the epidemiology literature. Examples include the
g-computation formula, g-estimation of structural
nested mean models, and inverse probability of
treatment weighting in marginal structural models
(MSMs) (Robins et al., 2000; Robins and Hernán,
2008; Hernán and Robins, 2020). However, these
methods rely on linear predictors for estimation and
are thus unable to handle more complex disease dynamics. Lim et al. (2018) address this limitation
through the use of recurrent marginal structural networks (RMSNs), where nonlinear dependencies are
explicitly captured. Additionally, other methods
were proposed based on Bayesian nonparametrics
(Xu et al., 2016; Roy et al., 2017) and domain adversarial training (Bica et al., 2020a; Berrevoets et al.,
2020).
All of the above methods rely on the ’no hidden
confounders’ assumption, and, therefore, they fail
1. We develop the Deconfounding Temporal Au- when the true confounders are not directly observed.
toencoder , a novel method that leverages noisy In contrast, our DTA aims at learning a hidden emproxies of hidden confounders for ITE estimation bedding that reflects the true hidden confounders
from noisy proxies in the observed data and, thus,
in the longitudinal setting.
allow for unbiased ITE estimation in the longitudinal
1. Code available at: https://github.com/mkuzma96/DTA
setting with any of the above outcome models.
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(ii) ITE estimation with hidden confounders. Little work has been done on ITE estimation in the presence of hidden confounders. In the
static setting, methods have been proposed to learn
substitutes for the hidden confounders from noisy
proxies in the observed data, which can then be used
for deconfounding. These include methods based on
variational autoencoders (Louizos et al., 2017) and
matrix factorization (Kallus et al., 2018). However,
these methods were specifically tailored to the static
setting and, hence, are not applicable in the longitudinal setting. Furthermore, Wang and Blei (2019)
developed a deconfounder method that learns substitutes for hidden confounders using factor models for
multiple treatments, but again in the static setting.
In the longitudinal setting, the ideas from Wang
and Blei (2019) were extended for deconfounding over
time using a recurrent neural network architecture
(Bica et al., 2020b). In a similar vein, Hatt and Feuerriegel (2021a) proposed a sequential deconfounder for
longitudinal setting that infers substitutes for the hidden confounders using Gaussian process latent variable model. However, both deconfounding methods
for the longitudinal setting rely on associations between treatments and assume that the observed covariates are true confounders. As such, these methods cannot deal with our setting where observed covariates are noisy proxies of the true confounders.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
consider noisy proxies to learn a hidden embedding
that reflects the true hidden confounders and, based
on it, estimate ITE in the longitudinal setting.

3. Problem setup
3.1. Setting
We consider a cross-sectional setting with patients
i = 1, . . . , N and timesteps t = 1, . . . , T . At time t,
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
let the random variables Zt = [Zt,1 , Zt,2 , . . . , Zt,r ] ∈
Zt denote a vector of true but unobserved/hidden
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
confounders. Let Xt = [Xt,1 , Xt,2 , . . . , Xt,p ] ∈ Xt
denote a vector of observed covariates, which is a collection of noisy proxies of the true confounders (i. e.,
(i)
each Xt,j is a noisy realization of arbitrary function of
(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

At-1

Xt

Zt-1

Zt
At

Yt+1

Figure 1: An overview of the causal structure.
served covariates. We present an overview of the
causal structure in Figure 1.
Key to our task is observational data D. The observational data comprises independent patient trajectories from patients i = 1, . . . , N across time steps
(i)
(i)
(i)
t = 1, . . . , T , given by D = ({xt , at , yt+1 }Tt=1 )N
i=1 .
(i)
We emphasize that the true confounders, zt , are
missing in D, since they are unobserved, i. e., hidden.
(i)
Instead, we observe only the noisy proxies, xt , of
the true but hidden confounders.
We introduce the following notation. Let H̄t =
(Āt−1 , X̄t ) denote the observed patient history until time t, where Āt−1 = [A1 , A2 , . . . , At−1 ] is
the history of assigned treatments and X̄t =
[X1 , X2 , . . . , Xt ] is the history of observed covariates
(i. e., the history of noisy proxies). We omit the superscript (i) unless it is explicitly required. We use
uppercase letters to represent random variables and
lowercase letters for realizations of random variables.
3.2. Task: ITE Estimation with Noisy
Proxies
We build upon the potential outcomes framework
proposed by Neyman (1923) and Rubin (1978), and
extended by Robins and Hernán (2008) to account for
time-varying treatments. Based on this, we denote
Yt+τ [ā(t,t+τ −1) ] as a potential outcome for a possible
treatment assignment ā(t,t+τ −1) = [at , . . . , at+τ −1 ].
If ā(t,t+τ −1) corresponds to the observed treatment
assignment in the data, then the outcome is observed
(i. e., the factual outcome). Otherwise, the outcome
is unobserved (i. e., the counterfactual outcome).
Our objective is to estimate the individualized
treatment effect (ITE) in the longitudinal setting


E Yt+τ [ā(t,t+τ −1) ] | H̄t

(i)

Zt ). Further, let At = [At,1 , At,2 , . . . , At,k ] ∈ At
denote a vector of assigned binary treatments and
(i)
Yt+1 ∈ Yt+1 the observed one-dimensional outcome.
We assume that all static patient covariates, such as
gender or genetic information, are part of the ob-

Xt-1

(1)

for τ steps ahead. We use the causal diagram from
Figure 1. In particular, the observed history H̄t contains the observed noisy proxies X̄t , but not the true
hidden confounders Z̄t .
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In this paper, we make two standard assumptions
for treatment effect estimation over time (Robins and
Hernán, 2008): (i) (Consistency.) If At = at , then
the potential outcome for treatment assignment at is
the same as the observed outcome, i. e., Yt+1 [at ] =
Yt+1 , and (ii) (Positivity.) If P(Āt−1 = āt−1 , X̄t =
x̄t ) ̸= 0, then P(At = at | Āt−1 = āt−1 , X̄t = x̄t ) >
0, ∀at ∈ At .
Based on the observational data,
 we can
only
estimate
E
Y
|
ā
,
H̄
, but not
t+τ
t
(t,t+τ
−1)


E Yt+τ [ā(t,t+τ −1) ] | H̄t . For this reason, many existing methods assume that these quantities are equal
by assuming sequential strong ignorability given the
observed history H̄t , i. e.,
Yt+1 [at ] ⊥
⊥ At | H̄t ,

(2)

for all at ∈ At and t. This assumption would only
hold true if the true confounders were included in the
observed history H̄t . In our setting, we observe noisy
proxies X̄t instead of true confounders Z̄t (i. e., X̄t
are a part of observed history H̄t , and Z̄t are unobserved). Hence, sequential strong ignorability is violated, and tailored methods are needed for ITE estimation in the longitudinal setting with noisy proxies.
In this paper, we address this problem by proposing the Deconfounding Temporal Autoencoder , which
learns a hidden embedding that reflects the true hidden confounders Zt using their observed noisy proxies
Xt . We emphasize that our objective is not to learn
the exact true hidden confounders. Rather, we are interested in a hidden embedding that reflects the true
hidden confounders in a way that it can be used to
control for them in the downstream task of ITE estimation (i. e., such that we can control for the true
hidden confounders by conditioning on the learned
hidden embedding). In other words, we want to learn
a hidden embedding for which the sequential strong
ignorability holds the same way it holds for the true
hidden confounders. Once we learn such hidden embedding, we can control for it and obtain unbiased
ITE estimates.

4. The Deconfounding Temporal
Autoencoder
Based on the above setting, we now develop the Deconfounding Temporal Autoencoder , a method that
leverages noisy proxies of true hidden confounders for
ITE estimation in the longitudinal setting. We introduce our DTA as follows: in Section 4.1, we present

the architecture of the DTA that is used to produce
the hidden embedding, and, in Section 4.2, we describe the tailored loss function which ensures that
DTA learns the hidden embedding such that it can
be used to control for the true hidden confounders.
4.1. Architecture of the DTA
The architecture of the DTA consists of two main
components: (1) an encoder, which maps the observed noisy proxies xt onto a hidden embedding ẑt ;
and (2) a decoder, which uses the hidden embedding
ẑt to generate predictions for the noisy proxies and
for the outcome. These predictions are needed for
facilitating the learning in such way that the learned
hidden embedding can be used to control for the true
hidden confounders.
(1) Encoder. The encoder takes the observed
noisy proxies xt as input and, based on it produces
a hidden embedding ẑt as the output. Recall that
we are in the longitudinal setting, in which the hidden confounders are time-varying. Owing to this, our
implementation for learning the hidden embedding is
based on a recurrent neural network (RNN). In particular, we use a long short-term memory (LSTM)
network (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). The
LSTM is effective in handling different lag dependencies in time series while mitigating the vanishing (or
exploding) gradient problem. Hence, in the first step,
the LSTM layer takes the observed noisy proxies xt
as input, and outputs hidden states ht . Following the
LSTM layer, the encoder uses a linear fully-connected
layer to map the output of the LSTM layer onto a
hidden embedding, i. e.,
ẑt = Whz ht + bz .

(3)

The output of the encoder, ẑt , represents the hidden
embedding which is later used for ITE estimation.
(2) Decoder. The decoder takes the hidden embedding ẑt as input and, based on it, generates two
predictions as output: (i) it predicts the noisy proxies
x̂t , and (ii) it predicts the outcome ŷt+1 .
The first part of the decoder architecture is the
same as for the encoder architecture, i. e., we apply
an LSTM layer to a given input. However, the input for the LSTM layer of the decoder is the hidden
embedding ẑt , and the outputs are the hidden states
that we denote as h′ t to differentiate from the encoder hidden states ht . The hidden states h′ t are
then used to compute two predictions: (i) We predict
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^

Yt

^

Xt-1

Decoder

Hidden
embedding

Encoder

At-1

At

LSTM

LSTM

^

We translate the above (1)–(3) into the following loss
functions: (1) reconstruction loss Lx ; (2) outcome prediction loss Ly ; and (3) causal regularization penalty R. These three loss functions
are then later combined into an overall loss function
L. In the following, we explain the structure and the
purpose for each of the loss components.

^

Yt+1

^

Xt

^

Zt-1

Zt

LSTM

LSTM

Xt-1

Xt

t-1

t

(1) Reconstruction loss Lx . In our given setting, the observed covariates Xt represent noisy proxies of the true hidden confounders Zt . Hence, our
hidden embedding Ẑt (that reflects the true hidden
confounders) should capture the relevant information
from noisy proxies while reducing noise. We achieve
this using the reconstruction loss

T

Figure 2: An overview of the DTA architecture.
the noisy proxies xt , i. e.,
x̂t = Whx h′ t + bx

(4)

via a linear fully-connected layer. (ii) We predict
the outcome yt+1 via another linear fully-connected
layer, i. e.,

Lx =

N T
1 1 X X 1 (i)
(i)
x − x̂t
N T i=1 t=1 p t

2
,
2

(6)

where N is the number of patients, p is the size of
(5) observed covariate space, ∥·∥2 is the Euclidean norm,
xt are the observed noisy proxies, and x̂t is the output
Here, [ ·; · ] denotes a concatenation. The outcomes
of the DTA encoder-decoder architecture.
are thus predicted using the hidden state h′ t together
The above essentially gives an LSTM autoencoder.
with the assigned treatments at . We give an overview
This can be seen as follows. Recall that x̂t is obof the DTA architecture in Figure 2.
tained by applying the encoder with LSTM layer on
Altogether, the DTA generates a hidden embedthe observed noisy proxies xt to obtain the hidden
ding ẑt , and predictions for noisy proxies and the
embedding ẑt (see (3)), followed by applying the deoutcome, i. e., x̂t and ŷt+1 , respectively. These outcoder with LSTM layer to ẑt (see (4)). Therefore,
puts are later inserted in the loss function as part of
the reconstruction loss effectively creates an LSTM
the learning algorithm.
autoencoder for the observed noisy proxies. As such,
the objective of the LSTM autoencoder is that the
4.2. Loss function
hidden embedding Ẑt captures the relevant informaIn DTA, we aim at leveraging observed noisy proxies tion on the true hidden confounders Zt from their
to learn a hidden embedding that can be used for un- noisy proxies Xt , while reducing noise in the process.
biased ITE estimation. Hence, our objective is that
(2) Outcome prediction loss Ly . Recall that
the hidden embedding Ẑt , i. e., the output of our en- DTA is not an outcome model itself, i. e., we do not
coder, is such that it can be used to control for the use it for predicting outcomes. Rather, DTA is a
true hidden confounders Zt during ITE estimation. method that learns a hidden embedding that reflects
Therefore, the hidden embedding Ẑt should satisfy the true hidden confounders and, as such, can be used
the following:
with any outcome model for ITE estimation. Neverŷt+1 = Why [h′ t ; at ] + by .

(1) Ẑt should capture the relevant information on theless, we still include the outcome prediction loss
true hidden confounders from observed noisy in our learning algorithm for the following rationale:
(i) the property of the true hidden confounders is that
proxies, while reducing noise.
they are predictive of the outcome, and (ii) we use
(2) Ẑt should allow for good prediction of the poten- estimates of potential outcomes later for our causal
tial outcomes.
regularization penalty.
In DTA, the outcome prediction loss is given by
(3) Ẑt should render the potential outcomes and
assigned treatments conditionally independent
N T
1 1 X X (i)
(i) 2
(i. e., when Ẑt is included in the patient history,
Ly =
y
− ŷt+1 2 ,
(7)
N T i=1 t=1 t+1
the sequential strong ignorability holds).
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where N is the number of independent patients, ∥ · ∥2
is the Euclidean norm, yt+1 is the observed outcome,
and ŷt+1 is the outcome prediction from the DTA
encoder-decoder architecture.
We now compare the outcome prediction loss
against our underlying rationale from (i) and (ii). For
(i), the reasoning why our outcome prediction loss is
sufficient is straightforward. For (ii), we need to elaborate further on how we obtain the estimates for potential outcomes. Recall that we predict the outcome
yt+1 by concatenating the hidden state of the LSTM
layer of the decoder with the observed treatment assignment at (see (5)). Hence, even though we only
have access to factual outcomes, i. e., observed yt+1 ,
we can use the outcome prediction network to obtain
estimates for all potential outcomes by changing the
treatment assignment at in the prediction. This way,
for any treatment assignment a′ t , we can obtain an
estimate for potential outcome ŷt+1 [a′ t ] by using the
outcome prediction network. We use these estimates
for computing the causal regularization penalty.
(3) Causal regularization penalty R. The
causal regularization penalty is one of the main technical novelties of our work. It aims at ensuring that
the hidden embedding reflects the true hidden confounders, such that the sequential strong ignorability
holds when conditioning on the learned hidden embedding, thus allowing for unbiased ITE estimation.
The theoretical idea of the causal regulization
penalty is to measure the the following KullbackLeibler (KL) divergence, i. e.,
X


DKL p(Y

ˆ
′
t+1 [a t ] | Z̄t ,Āt−1 )

p(Y


ˆ
′
t+1 [a t ] | Z̄t ,Āt )

tions are equal, and it is otherwise positive. Hence,
for the two conditional distributions above, the KL
divergence equals zero only if the potential outcome
Yt+1 [a′ t ] is independent of At given the hidden emˆ and treatment history Ā
bedding history Z̄
t
t−1 until time t − 1. On the contrary, the larger the conditional dependence between Yt+1 [a′ t ] and At , the
larger is the expected difference between the distribuˆ , Ā
ˆ
′
tions p(Yt+1 [a′ t ] | Z̄
t
t−1 ) and p(Yt+1 [a t ] | Z̄t , Āt )
and , thus, the larger is the KL divergence. Therefore,
minimizing the causal regularization penalty forces
the potential outcomes and assigned treatment to
be conditionally independent given the hidden emˆ and treatment history Ā
bedding history Z̄
t
t−1 until
time t − 1. In other words, the causal regularization penalty enforces the sequential strong ignorability when we condition on the hidden embedding hisˆ and, hence, allows for unbiased ITE estimatory Z̄
t
tion. This way, we ensure that the hidden embedding
ˆ reflects the true hidden confounders Z̄ , such that
Z̄
t
t
we can control for them during ITE estimation.
We now present how we empirically compute the
causal regularization penalty used in the overall loss
function, since the equation (8) above is a theoretical construct that needs to be estimated using data.
First, we assume that the conditional distributions
ˆ
ˆ , Ā
′
p(Yt+1 [a′ t ] | Z̄
t
t−1 ) and p(Yt+1 [a t ] | Z̄t , Āt ) are
Gaussian. Gaussian distribution is a standard approximation used for continuous variables. Further,
the KL divergence for two Gaussian distributions p
and q is given by

,



a′ t ∈At

(8)
Hence, the causal regularization penalty equals the
sum of KL divergence between the conditional distribution of a potential outcome Yt+1 [a′ t ] given the hidˆ and treatment assignment
den embedding history Z̄
t
history Āt−1 until time t − 1, and the conditional distribution of a potential outcome Yt+1 [a′ t ] given the
ˆ and treatment assignhidden embedding history Z̄
t
ment history Āt until time t, for all possible potential
outcomes, i. e., ∀a′ t ∈ At .
We formalize the causal regularization penalty in
such way that minimizing it forces the sequential
strong ignorability to hold with respect to the hidˆ that we learn. We achieve this
den embedding Z̄
t
by using the KL divergence as a distribution distance
metric which equals zero only when the two distribu-

DKL (p ∥ q) = log

σq
σp


+

σp2 + (µp − µq )2
1
− . (9)
2
2σq
2

Finally, to compute the conditional means
ˆ , Ā
and variances for p(Yt+1 [a′ t ] | Z̄
and
t
t−1 )
ˆ
′
p(Yt+1 [a t ] | Z̄t , Āt ), we use a linear regression
model that looks at the previous step in the history
as an efficient approximation. For this, we use the
data on potential outcomes ŷt+1 [a′ t ] obtained from
the outcome prediction network, hidden embedding
ẑt , ẑt−1 obtained from the encoder, and observed
treatment assignments at , at−1 . Thus, we empirically
compute the causal regularization penalty via
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T
1 1 X X
(a′ )
D̂KLtt
k
T 2 t=1 ′
∀a t ∈At

(10)
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with
(a′ )

D̂KLtt = log





σ̂2,t
+
σ̂1,t

2
σ̂1,t

+

1
N

(i)
i=1 (µ̂1,t
2
2σ̂2,t

PN

−

(i)
µ̂2,t )2

1
− ,
2

where 2k is the number of treatment assignment combinations at time t, and µ̂1,t , σ̂1,t and
µ̂2,t , σ̂2,t are conditional mean and conditional variance estimates from linear regression of Yt+1 [a′ t ]
on Ẑt , Ẑt−1 , At , At−1 and on Ẑt , Ẑt−1 , At−1 , respectively.
Overall loss L. We now combine the above loss
functions (1)–(3) into an overall loss
L = Lx + θ Ly + α R,

an outcome model that is designed for ITE estimation in the longitudinal setting. We combine DTA
with two established outcome models (but emphasize that users can also choose any outcome models if
desired): (i) Marginal structural models (MSMs) - an
established method for longitudinal ITE estimation
in epidemiology literature (Robins et al., 2000), and
(ii) Recurrent marginal structural networks (RMSNs)
- a state-of-the-art machine learning method for ITE
estimation in the longitudinal setting (Lim et al.,
2018). When we use the DTA in conjunction with
the outcome models, then it is effectively an ITE estimation method.

(11)

where Lx is the reconstruction loss for noisy proxies,
Ly is the outcome prediction loss, and R is the causal
regularization penalty. The variables θ and α are
hyperparameters that control the relative trade-off
between the three loss components.
Altogether, the overall loss function combines the
three objectives for the hidden embedding: (1) capturing the relevant information from noisy proxies
while reducing noise; (2) being predictive of the outcome, and (3) rendering estimated potential outcomes and treatment assignment conditionally independent. Hence, the overall objective is to leverage
the information from observed noisy proxies to learn a
hidden embedding for which the sequential strong ignorability is satisfied, thus allowing for unbiased ITE
estimation. We provide the learning algorithm and
implementation details for the DTA in Appendix B.
4.3. DTA for ITE estimation
Our DTA generates a hidden embedding that can be
used to control for the true hidden confounders in
the downstream task of ITE estimation. As such,
the DTA is used in conjunction with an outcome
model for ITE estimation in the longitudinal setting.
By conditioning on the hidden embedding, outcome
models produce unbiased estimates of ITE. On the
contrary, if outcome models are used without the
DTA (i. e., if they condition on the observed noisy
proxies instead of on the hidden embedding), they
produce biased ITE estimates. Therefore, we later
show that our DTA improves the performance of
state-of-the-art outcome models for ITE estimation in
the setting where there are hidden confounders with
observed noisy proxies.
Outcome models. In order to obtain outcome
predictions, DTA must be used in conjunction with

5. Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of
the DTA in experiments using both (i) synthetic and
(ii) real-world data: (i) Synthetic data allow us to
simulate data in which we control the amount of hidden confounding and where we can thus compare
DTA against an oracle. (ii) Real-world data allow
us to demonstrate potential benefits in a practical
application. Here, we use a medical setup, specifically from intensive care units, which is known to be
prone to many hidden confounders (Gottesman et al.,
2019). Across both, we show that the DTA reduces
bias in ITE estimation when used in conjunction with
an outcome model. For this, we compare outcome
predictions when conditioning on observed covariates
(i. e., noisy proxies of true hidden confounders) versus
predictions when conditioning on the hidden embedding learned by the DTA.
5.1. Experiments with synthetic data
Simulated data. In line with our discussed setting, we simulate the observational data on patient
(i)
(i)
(i)
trajectories D = ({xt , at , yt+1 }Tt=1 )N
i=1 , together
(i)
with hidden confounders ({zt }Tt=1 )N
i=1 , similar to
Bica et al. (2020b). We simulate datasets consisting of 5000 patient trajectories with T = 30 time
steps, r = 5 hidden confounders, p = 20 observed covariates (i. e., noisy proxies of hidden confounders),
and k = 2 different treatments. We vary the confounding parameter γ ∈ {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8} to produce datasets with a varying amount of hidden confounding. Further, we also simulate counterfactual
outcomes for a random treatment assignment, which
are later used to evaluate our method against an oracle (note that such an oracle would not be available in
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a real-world setting). Simulation details are provided
in Appendix C.
Methods/baselines. Our DTA is evaluated by
examining how well can it control for the hidden confounders. Hence, suitable baselines would be methods for ITE estimation in the longitudinal setting
that aim to control for the hidden confounders. However, existing methods for this purpose cannot be applied in our longitudinal setting with noisy proxies
(see Section 2). Nonetheless, one way to evaluate
the DTA is by comparing the performance of outcome models with DTA versus without DTA. Hence,
viable baselines are outcome models for ITE estimation in the longitudinal setting, since any such outcome model can be used for comparison. We emphasize that we examine relative improvements by adding
DTA to an outcome model, and hence, the choice of
the outcome model is not important for evaluating
DTA performance. We have chosen MSMs (Robins
et al., 2000) and RMSNs (Lim et al., 2018) as established outcome models from epidemiology and machine learning literature, respectively.
We compare the following methods (implementation details are provided in Appendix D):

3. Oracle (MSM) and Oracle (RMSN) are
for benchmarking purposes only. These use
knowledge of  the true hidden confounders
Z̄t

to estimate E Yt+τ | ā(t,t+τ −1) , Āt−1 , Z̄t . Such
knowledge is only available in simulation studies
and not in real-world applications.
Results. Figure 3 evaluates the different methods
(left: MSMs; and right: RMSNs). Here, performance
is reported based on the root mean squared error
(RMSE) with respect to five-step-ahead prediction
of counterfactual outcomes. Most importantly, our
proposed DTA Deconfounded (in blue) is superior to
the state-of-the-art baselines in form of the plain outcome models named Confounded (in red). The performance improvement from our DTA Deconfounded
methods becomes larger with increasing amount of
confounding γ. These patterns remain robust across
both outcome models (MSMs and RMSNs). Note
that both the Confounded baselines and our DTA Deconfounded method have access to the identical data,
and, hence, the performance gain must be attributed
to more effective handling of noisy proxies.
We make further observations. First, we compare
two variants our DTA Deconfounded, in which we
vary in the size of the hidden embedding pz . Here, we
barely see differences. Evidently, the performance of
DTA Deconfounded remains fairly robust to changes
in this hyperparameter. Second, we see that predictions from DTA Deconfounded come close to the Oracle (in gray), i. e., the predictions that have access to
the true hidden confounders. Altogether, the results
demonstrate that conditioning on the hidden embedding learned by the DTA offers superior outcome predictions compared to conditioning on observed noisy
proxies, and thus, reduces the bias in ITE estimation.

1. Confounded (MSM) and Confounded
(RMSN) represent our main baselines as
two state-of-the-art outcome models for ITE
estimation in the longitudinal setting. These
have access to identical data as our DTA model:
the baselines consider time-varying covariates
but without accounting for that these are
noisy proxies of the true hidden confounders.
Formally, they use the observed noisy proxies

to estimate E Yt+τ | ā(t,t+τ −1) , Āt−1 , X̄t . We
know that these ITE estimates are biased when
hidden confounders are present because the
noisy proxies X̄t do not satisfy the sequential
5.2. Experiments with real-world data
strong ignorability (see (2)).
Real-world data. We now study the performance
2. DTA Deconfounded (MSM) and DTA of the DTA on a real-world dataset where we do
Deconfounded (RMSN) represent our pro- not have the knowledge of the true hidden conposed method together with two separate out- founders. Here, we draw upon a common benchcome models.
These use the hidden emˆ learned by the DTA instead marking dataset, namely MIMIC-III (Johnson et al.,
bedding Z̄
t
2016). MIMIC-III consists of patient trajectories
ofh noisy proxies X̄t and,i thus, estimate from intensive case units. In our experiment, we use
ˆ . In the simulaE Yt+τ | ā(t,t+τ −1) , Āt−1 , Z̄
t
an existing pre-processing pipeline provided by Wang
tion study, we further compare two variants et al. (2020). We extracted 2313 patient trajectories
with two different sizes of the hidden embedding, with 30 time steps each. For each patient, we exnamely pz = p/4 = 5 and pz = p/2 = 10. This tracted 25 time-varying covariates that include vital
is to show that the results are robust to different signs and lab tests measured over time (see codes
hyperparameters.
for details). We further included two treatments:
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(i) Marginal Structural Models

(ii) Recurrent Marginal Structural Networks
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Figure 3: The results from experiments on synthetic data.
vasopressors and mechanical ventilation. The data
is aggregated by hour (i. e., we use hourly means
for the time-varying covariates and treatments). We
then estimated the effect of vasopressors and mechanical ventilation on two outcome variables: (diastolic)
blood pressure and oxygen saturation.
Methods/baselines. For this real-world dataset,
we must expect that hidden confounders are present.
MIMIC-III includes several measurements of vital
signs and lab tests, yet these are – by no means –
complete and thus cannot fully capture a patient’s
health status. Moreover, MIMIC-III is a real-world
observational dataset, and, because of that, we no
longer have access to the true hidden confounders
(nor have ways to infer them with certainty). As
a consequence, estimates of true ITE are also not
available, and, hence, we can only compare the outcome prediction performance when conditioning on
the hidden embedding learned by the DTA (labeled
DTA Deconfounded) versus conditioning on observed
covariates (labeled Confounded). The latter corresponds again to the plain outcome models from the
state-of-the-art, namely MSMs and RMSNs. The implementation details are provided in Appendix D.

Table 1: Results for real-world data experiments.
RMSE (Mean ± SD)

Outcome
MSM

RMSN

Conf.

DTA Deconf.

Conf.

DTA Deconf.

Blo. pre.

10.87 ± 0.00

9.27 ± 0.09

12.12 ± 0.12

11.84 ± 0.02

Oxy. sat.

4.89 ± 0.00

3.57 ± 0.02

6.43 ± 0.17

5.74 ± 0.19

Lower = better; best in bold

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we develop the Deconfounding Temporal Autoencoder (DTA), a novel method that leverages observed noisy proxies of confounders for ITE
estimation in the longitudinal setting. Formally, our
DTA combines (i) an LSTM autoencoder with (ii) a
causal regularization penalty. The LSTM autoencoder learns a hidden embedding that captures relevant information on the true hidden confounders from
observed noisy proxies while reducing potential noise.
The causal regularization penalty then forces the potential outcomes and treatment assignment to be conditionally independent given the hidden embedding.
The output of our DTA is a hidden embedding that
can be used to control for hidden confounders during
Results. Table 1 shows the results. By compar- ITE estimation. As such, DTA is used in conjuncing the RMSE, we see that the DTA Deconfounded tion with an outcome model for ITE estimation in
substantially improves the outcome prediction. This the longitudinal setting to obtain unbiased ITE estifinding is consistent for both outcome variables (i. e., mates. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our DTA
blood pressure and oxygen saturation) and for both across several experiments using both synthetic and
outcome models (i. e., MSMs and RMSNs). For ex- real-world medical data. These confirm that our DTA
ample, the prediction error of the MSM reduces, on provides superior ITE estimates. As such, our DTA
average, by 14.7 % for blood pressure and by 26.9 % has implications for practice, where it allows for imfor oxygen saturation. The results show that the proved decision support. For instance, in medicine,
DTA Deconfounded produces superior outcome pre- our DTA enables a better personalization of treatdictions compared to the baselines on a real-world ment recommendations to individual patients with
medical dataset.
the prospect of improved treatment effectiveness.
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Appendix A. Additional related work
We further review literature in the following domains:
(i) additional methods for longitudinal treatment effect estimation, (ii) longitudinal treatment effect estimation and personalized medicine.
(i) In Section 2, we focused our literature review
on established and state-of-the-art methods for longitudinal ITE estimation. Here, we expand this review to a few additional methods. In statistics literature, there is increasing use of targeted maximum
likelihood estimation (TMLE) for causal inference.
TMLE is a semi-parametric estimation method which
is attractive due to its desirable asymptotic properties such as being doubly robust, and allowing for
the use of flexible machine learning methods for nuisance parameters. Schomaker et al. (2019) and Sofrygin et al. (2019) use longitudinal TMLE to estimate
treatment effects over time in a medical setup. In
the domain of longitudinal deconfounding, we further refer to the works of Liu et al. (2020) and Ma
et al. (2021). Liu et al. (2020) propose an outcome
model for longitudinal ITE estimation that aims to
deal with hidden confounders within outcome prediction framework. However, their method differs from
our setting since they consider observed covariates
as true confounders and not as noisy proxies of hidden confounders. Similarly, the method proposed by
Ma et al. (2021) does not fit our setting either, since
their method is tailored for dynamic-networked observational data where confounder representation is
learned via graph convolutional networks.
(ii) Given the increasing availability of medical
data in the form of EHRs, estimating ITE from observational data is becoming crucial for personalized decision-making in medicine (Alaa and van der
Schaar, 2017; Lim et al., 2018). For instance, the
work on longitudinal ITE estimation by Lim et al.
(2018) and Bica et al. (2020a) is motivated by cancer treatment planning. In this example, accurate
ITE estimation would allow for prescribing optimal
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treatment combination and timing of radiation and
chemotherapy based on patient’s individual history.
Given that medical data is prone to hidden confounders (Gottesman et al., 2019), and that EHRs
potentially contain noisy proxies thereof, our DTA
can be used as powerful tool to improve individualized decision-making in medicine. Besides treatment
effect estimation, there are also important works utilizing machine learning for risk scoring, i. e., predicting patient outcomes based on patient history, which
can be important for timing of treatment interventions on individual level (Allam et al., 2021; Ozyurt
et al., 2021).

Appendix B. DTA algorithm
The learning algorithm for the DTA is given in Algorithm 1. We implemented the DTA in PyTorch.
The training is done in batches for 200 epochs. We
use Adam for optimization (Kingma and Ba, 2015).
The hyperparameters are: the size of the hidden embedding pz , batch size, learning rate, dropout rate on
LSTM layers, and overall loss function parameters θ
and α. The remaining hyperparameters are standard
to LSTMs. The hyperparameters are later tuned via
cross-validation (see Appendix D).

Appendix C. Synthetic data
The following simulation study enables us to test our
method in a controlled environment where we can
vary the amount of hidden confounding. At each time
step t, we simulate r hidden time-varying confounders
h

Zt,j =

k


X
1 X
λi,j Zt−i,j +
ωi,l At−i,l + ηt , (12)
h i=1
l=1

where j = 1, . . . , r, λi,j ∼ N (0, 0.52 ), l = 1, . . . , k,
ωi,l ∼ N (1 − (i/h), (1/h)2 ), and ηt ∼ N (0, 0.12 ). The
hidden confounders thus follow h-order autoregressive process, and are affected by previous treatment
assignments. Further, we simulate p observed covariates
r
X

βj,m Zt,j + ϵt ,
(13)
Xt,m =
j=1

where m = 1, . . . , p, βj,m ∼ N (0, 1), and ϵt ∼
N (0, 52 ). This way, the observed covariates Xt are
noisy proxies of the true hidden confounders Zt ,
which is our assumed setting.
We simulate k treatments as follows

 X

 X
r
k
1
1
Zt,j + (1 − γA )
At−1,l ,
πt,l = γA
r j=1
k
l=1

At,l | πt,l ∼ Bernoulli(σ(πt,l )),
Algorithm 1: Learning algorithm for the DTA
(i)

Input: {xt }Tt=1 , i. e., observed noisy proxies for
patient i
(i)
Output: {ẑt }Tt=1 , i. e., hidden embedding for
patient i
1: Randomly initialize the parameters of the DTA
architecture: Whz , Whx , Why , bz , bx , by and
parameters of the LSTM architecture.
(i)
2: Compute {ẑt }T
t=1 using (3).
(i) T
3: Compute {x̂t }t=1 using (4).
4: for a′ t ∈ At do:
(i)
5:
Compute {ŷt+1 [a′ t ]}Tt=1 using (5).
6: Compute the reconstruction loss Lx using (6).
7: Compute the outcome prediction loss Ly using
(7).
8: Compute the causal regularization penalty R
using (10).
9: Compute the overall loss L using (11).
10: Update the parameters according to the
gradient of the overall loss function.

(14)
(15)

where l = 1, . . . , k, σ(·) is a sigmoid function, and
where parameter γA ∈ [0, 1] controls the amount of
hidden confounding applied to the treatment assignment. For example, γA = 0 means that there is
no hidden confounding. Finally, we simulate onedimensional outcome
 X

 X

r
h X
k
1
1
′
Zt,j +(1−γY )
ωi,l At−i,l ,
Yt+1 = γY
r j=1
h i=1
l=1

(16)
′
where l = 1, . . . , k, and ωi,l
∼ N (1 − (i/h), (1/h)2 ).
Here, similar to γA , the parameter γY ∈ [0, 1] controls the amount of hidden confounding applied to
the outcome.
We simulate datasets consisting of 5000 patient
trajectories with T = 30 time steps, r = 5 hidden
confounders, p = 20 observed covariates (i. e., noisy
proxies of hidden confounders), and k = 2 different
treatments. We use γ = γA = γY and vary the confounding parameter γ ∈ {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8} to produce datasets with a varying amount of hidden confounding. Besides factual outcomes, we also simulate
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counterfactual outcomes for a random treatment assignment. Counterfactual outcomes are later used
to evaluate our method against an oracle (note that
such an oracle would not be available in a real-world
setting).

Appendix D. DTA experiments
Experiments with synthetic data.
We
implement
hyperparameter
optimization
as
follows:
batch size ∈ {64, 128, 256}, learning rate ∈ {0.01, 0.005, 0.001}, dropout rate
∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}, and overall loss function
parameters θ, α ∈ {0, 0.5, 1, 2, 5}. Hyperparameter
optimization is performed via stochastic grid search
for 50 iterations.
The optimal parameters are
chosen via cross-validation. The outcome models are
implemented as in Robins and Hernán (2008) for
MSMs, and as in Lim et al. (2018) for RMSNs. For
each amount of confounding γ ∈ {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8},
we compute outcome predictions using 10 simulated
datasets, where each dataset is split 80/10/10 for
training, validation, and testing, respectively. We
evaluate the results for a five-step-ahead counterfactual outcome prediction and report the RMSE.
Experiments with real-world data. We use
the same outcome models as above (i. e., MSM and
RMSN). We tune the same hyperparameters as in
the experiments with synthetic data. In addition to
them, we consider the size of the hidden embedding
pz ∈ {6, 12, 18} as another hyperparameter. As
before, we perform hyperparameter optimization via
stochastic grid search and then select the optimal
parameters using cross-validation. We split the
dataset in 80/10/10 for training, validation and
testing, respectively. We evaluate the results for a
five-step-ahead outcome prediction and report the
RMSE. The results are averaged over 10 runs.
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